BANGLADESH WOOD
INTERNATIONAL EXPO 2018

100+ PARTICIPANTS
8000+ VISITORS
10+ PARTICIPATING COUNTRIES

12th - 14th JULY, 2018
INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION CITY,
BASHUNDARA, DHAKA
Inaugurated by the Power Minister of Bangladesh Mr. Nasrul Hamid at International Convention City Basundhara DHAKA, BANGLADESH, The 4th edition of Bangladesh Wood International Expo has ingenuously proved to be a success.

Jat Holdings (Pvt) Ltd; which is one of the most influential and leading name in elite business conglomerated as the Title sponsor for the Bangladesh Wood International Expo 2018, taking its legacy with this Expo forward.

The show was organized for the benefit of furniture manufacturers, plywood manufacturers, craftsmen, carpenters, interior decorators, architects and builders, timber importers, distributors merchants, traders, and dealers who had their presence locally and globally.

Presented by JAT the 4th BANGLADESH WOOD INTERNATIONAL EXPO showcased laminates, plywood and veneers, timber, woodworking machines, tools and accessories, machines and equipment for special product groups, machines and technical equipment for assembly, packaging, molding and planning machines finger jointing machines (finger jointers), fittings and accessories (hinges, knob handles, other hardware), and edge banding machines (edge banding, trimming, sanding, etc.)

The show witnessed the presence of more than 100 overseas participants including elite brands, introducing the latest technology and innovative products to the Bangladesh market.

The Expo was supported by Furniture Industries Owner Association of Bangladesh & Furniture Exporters Association of Bangladesh.

Apart from this the industry’s association members, the show saw a registered footfall of over 8,000 business profile visitors, incorporating buyers for wood working machinery, architects, saw mill companies, plywood, timber, importers, interior designers, builders and developers, contractors, manufacturers, and dealers and distributors.

The objective of the Expo was to provide the professionals an opportunity to explore the expertise available, to improve the productivity in an economical manner.